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Chapter 341: Three Forces 

 

Luo Qingcheng was not nervous in the face of everyone’s gazes. 

After thinking for a while, Luo Qingcheng said, “We can use Captain He’s idea. The Pan-ocean 

Community team will be in charge of guarding the wood attribute territory and searching for treasure 

chests. However, our team will regularly send people to guard this place so that both sides can 

communicate promptly. In addition, Captain He also has to pay attention to all the team members. They 

must be able to gather immediately and provide immediate support in a sudden situation.” 

When He Yang heard that Luo Qingcheng agreed with his idea, he immediately heaved a sigh of relief. 

As for Luo Qingcheng’s other requests, they were also reasonable. 

After all, they were Liu Yan’s prisoners of war, so they had to play their role. 

“Of course, this is what we should do.” He Yang nodded in agreement. 

Seeing this, Liu Yan could not help but feel a little satisfied. 

That was indeed the case. After all, He Yang was more familiar with the Pan-ocean Community team. If 

Liu Yan were to split them up, it would undoubtedly be a little troublesome to command them. 

The Pan-ocean Community team had many members, so it would be more troublesome for Liu Yan to 

command them. 

Rather than that, it was better to leave it to He Yang to lead. Liu Yan would be in charge of commanding 

He Yang. 

As for the trust, Liu Yan was not worried. After all, the Pan-ocean Community team lost to the Land of 

Origin team in the gambling duel. He Yang and his teammates would not disobey the Will of Tower. 

“Okay, that matter is decided. As for the details, Captain He and Luo Qingcheng will take over for a 

while.” Liu Yan finally made the decision. 

Hearing this, they did not have any objections and agreed. 

Then, they began to talk about the last thing. At the same time, it was also the most important thing, the 

next direction, and plan for the team. 

Currently, the situation of the Land of Origin team became much better. 

Previously, they were facing two alliances, the joint efforts of four teams. They were in a desperate 

situation of being eliminated. 

However, after the ambush on the Pan-ocean Community team and the victory of the gambling duel, 

the Land of Origin team defeated the Pan-ocean Community team. The situation had changed 

drastically. 



The Land of Origin team had suddenly gotten rid of two of them and had become one of the three 

giants. 

Currently, there were three factions on the fifth level of the Tower. One of them was the former Alliance 

Number 1, which was made up of two representative teams from the European Federation and the New 

Continent. They were very powerful. 

The remaining ones were the Red Star Empire team and Liu Yan’s Land of Origin team. 

Although the Red Star Empire had only a representative team, the strength of the Red Star Empire team 

was already strong. They could not be underestimated. 

The Land of Origin team was also not weak. They had annexed the Pan-ocean Community team, their 

overall strength had improved tremendously. 

After analyzing the situation on both sides, they began to discuss the next direction. 

Murong Xue did not even think before she directly said, “In my opinion, we should start a war with the 

Red Star Empire. After we finish the Red Star Empire off, we’ll get rid of the Number One Alliance!” 

Upon hearing this, Liu Yan immediately shook his head helplessly. Murong Xue was such a one-track-

minded person. Her suggestion was not practical. 

When He Yang heard this, he was the first to object, “We think the Red Star Empire team is only a team 

and seems to be the weakest among the three factions. Based on my understanding of the Red Star 

Empire’s representative team, their strength is not weak. If we make a move on them, it will still take a 

long time to defeat them. There is a high chance that we will be intercepted by Alliance Number 1 in the 

meantime. Even if we win, we will still suffer a huge loss after finishing off the Red Star Empire team. We 

will not have enough strength to face Alliance Number 1.” 

Liu Yan also nodded in agreement, “That’s right. Among the three forces, the first one to make the first 

move will be at a disadvantage. The last remaining force will benefit from it.” 

“We can just wait and see what will happen. It would be best to let them fight each other?” He Yang 

asked. 

Luo Qingcheng shook her head and said, “That’s not good either. Our team has two attribute territories 

after all. They can’t let us develop in peace. If they join hands to fight us, we will be in danger again.” 

He Yang did not know what to do. The current situation of the three forces on the fifth level of the 

Tower was not easy to resolve. 

Liu Yan already had an idea at this moment. He said indifferently, “Then we will lure the two sides to 

fight. We will secretly facilitate a fight between the two sides. We will watch the show from the side. 

Even if they don’t finish fighting, we could ambush them when they are exhausted.” 

The others were tempted when they heard this. It was undoubtedly the best method. 

With the situation between the three factions, a fight between the other two factions would be the best 

situation for the Land of Origin team. 



As long as Alliance Number 1 and the Red Star Empire team fought, the Land of Origin team would be 

able to reap the benefits. 

However, the crux of the problem was how to get the two factions to fight. 

After all, the two factions were not fools. They could not fight each other. 

“Then, how do we lure them into a fight?” He Yang asked doubtfully. 

“I already have a way. I need two persuaders to go.” Liu Yan said with a smile as he looked at He Yang 

and Xu Han. 

He Yang and Xu Han were stunned. When they noticed Liu Yan’s gaze, they immediately understood 

what Liu Yan meant. 

“You want me to go? How should I say it?” Xu Han was stunned. 

He Yang was also a little puzzled. How could he be a persuader? 

“Don’t worry. I will tell you what to say. I’m sure you will perform well.” Liu Yan said with a smile. 

Then, Liu Yan ended the meeting and let each of them go to their own things. 

Liu Yan asked He Yang and Xu Han to stay. He specifically told them how to persuade the two forces. 

After giving them the key points, He Yang and Xu Han were much more confident and set off one after 

another. 

Xu Han went to the European Union team, while He Yang went to the Red Star Empire team. 

Liu Yan looked at the two people who set off and could not help but feel a little expectant. 

If the plan succeeded this time, the situation would suddenly be advantageous to the Land of Origin 

team. 

If it failed, the Land of Origin team would not be in a good situation. 

The Land of Origin team was one of the three forces and was not weak. They had the strength of two 

representative teams and two territories to collect treasure chests. 

If the Land of Origin team continued to develop peacefully, the other two forces would definitely join 

forces to target them. If that happened, the Land of Origin team would not develop quickly and 

peacefully. 

Liu Yan wanted the two other forces to fight before they could react. It would be the most advantageous 

for Liu Yan and the others. 

Chapter 342: Persuaders 

 

In the temporary camp of the European Federation team. 



The captains of the two teams of Alliance Number 1 had just met and were about to discuss the 

following plan. 

The result of the battle between the Land of Origin team and the Pan-ocean Community team had far 

exceeded their expectations. 

They had initially thought that if the four teams of the two alliances attacked the Land of Origin 

together, they would definitely win. 

They had not expected the Land of Origin team would take action so quickly and defeat the Pan-ocean 

Community team. 

Hans Wilson and Jin Cheng were still a little confused. 

This sudden change left them at a loss for what to do next. 

At this time, the subordinate reported a representative from the Land of Origin team had arrived and 

wanted to discuss something important. 

“Why is the Land of Origin team here?” Hans Wilson was a little puzzled. 

Alliance Number 1 and Alliance Number 2 had often had conflicts before. 

However, Land of Origin was in a remote location, so both alliances were not familiar with it. 

Jin Cheng had a look of joy on his face as he said, “Perhaps they are here to discuss the alliance. Let 

them in quickly.” 

Hans Wilson was also looking forward to hearing this. 

If the Land of Origin team really came to the alliance, wouldn’t the three of them be able to advance 

steadily? 

There were only three spots for advancement, and their three representative teams were just right. 

However, it was hard to say which of the three teams would be first or second place to receive the 

rewards to advance. 

Hans Wilson and Jin Cheng wanted their teams to advance with rewards. However, it did not mean the 

Land of Origin team was willing to advance without any rewards. 

Soon, Xu Han was brought in and met with Hans Wilson and Jin Cheng. 

Xu Han was a friendly person. When he saw the two team captains, he greeted them warmly as if they 

were good friends. 

“Captain Hans, Captain Jin, it’s been a long time. I’ve missed you so much. I can finally meet you today.” 

Xu Han greeted them warmly. 

Hans Wilson and Jin Cheng were confused by Xu Han’s sudden enthusiasm. 

Although they were unfamiliar with the Land of Origin, they knew Xu Han. 



Xu Han had a strong background. He was backed by a powerful financial group. The financial group also 

had influence in the European Federation and the New Continent. 

In addition, Xu Han was also a genius who had been famous for a long time. Although Hans Wilson and 

Jin Cheng were not familiar with Xu Han, they still knew him. 

“Xu Han, why are you here? You’re too polite. Why are you here?” Hans Wilson asked. 

Jin Cheng also looked at Xu Han awkwardly. After all, they had planned to join forces against the Land of 

Origin team. The other party had come to find them politely. It made them feel a little awkward. 

Xu Han was not in a hurry to talk about business. Instead, he wanted to catch up with them. 

Seeing this, Hans Wilson and Jin Cheng did not refuse. The three of them started to chat. 

Although they were enemies before, they were all humans from the Blue Planet. They did not have any 

deep enmity with each other. 

The previous enmity represented the interests of their respective camps. There had never been any 

deep enmity between them. 

After chatting for a while, the three of them became more familiar with each other. 

Xu Han saw that the time was about right, so she started to get down to business. She said, “Alright, two 

captains, let’s get down to business. Now that the fifth level of the Tower is ours, what are your plans 

for the next step?” 

When Hans Wilson and Jin Cheng heard this, their faces were a little confused. 

After some hesitation, Hans Wilson said the truth, “To be honest, we just met and were about to discuss 

it. We have no idea what to do next.” 

“Yes, the situation has changed too quickly. We haven’t thought about it yet.” Jin Cheng said awkwardly. 

Xu Han saw that the two of them were at a loss. He immediately realized that they did not know what to 

do. 

All of this confirmed Liu Yan’s guess. 

According to Liu Yan’s guess, these two forces and three teams must have been extremely confused in 

the face of this sudden change in the situation. They didn’t see the big picture clearly. They hadn’t even 

thought about what they should do next. 

And this time was undoubtedly an opportunity for the Land of Origin team. 

It was a perfect chance to persuade them at this time. 

Previously, Liu Yan had taught Xu Han many ways to persuade them. Xu Han had come prepared. 

Seeing that the two of them were confused, Xu Han continued, “Brothers, I know you two have no idea 

what to do next. I do have a suggestion.” 

“Oh? Do you have a suggestion? Why don’t you tell me?” Hans Wilson was looking forward to it. 



Jin Cheng also looked at Xu Han with some confusion. Although his intuition told him that he could not 

fully trust Xu Han yet, he also wanted to listen to Xu Han’s thoughts. 

Xu Han smiled and said, “Although the situation has changed a lot, it is clear that there are only three 

forces containing four teams left. Only three teams will be able to advance. It also means that one of us 

will not make it.” 

“That’s right.” Hans Wilson nodded in agreement. 

Jin Cheng was also convinced. It was indeed the case. One of the four representative teams would not 

advance. 

Xu Han continued, “Your Alliance Number 1 is an alliance after all. You have two teams working 

together, and you are very strong. It should not be a big problem for you to advance. Then the 

remaining team going to advance will be my Land of Origin team or the Red Star Empire team. Why 

don’t you take this opportunity to eliminate the Red Star Empire team? After this is settled, both of us 

will be able to advance. As for who will get the reward, why don’t we compete for it later?” 

When Hans Wilson and Jin Cheng heard this, they looked at each other and started to think. 

They thought Xu Han was right. 

They had always been enemies with Alliance Number 2. Since the Land of Origin team had defeated the 

Pan-ocean Community team, the Red Star Empire team had been left alone. It was a great opportunity 

for them to strike. 

Xu Han could see the expressions on the two people’s faces. He thought he had a chance to persuade 

them. He continued, “If you attack my team, I believe the Red Star Empire team will not stand idly by. 

After all, you are already enemies. However, we are not enemies with you. If you attack the Red Star 

Empire team, we will not interfere with you. We have just defeated the Pan-ocean Community team and 

are seriously injured. We need to rest and recuperate, so we will not disturb you. When you are done, 

we will compete for the prize and advance. How about that?” 

Hans Wilson and Jin Cheng did not say anything. 

However, they were tempted. 

Chapter 343: The Intention of Alliance Number 1 

 

Hans Smith and Jin Cheng looked at each other. They could tell they were moved from each other’s 

expressions. At the same time, they were also somewhat hesitant. 

They were not stupid. It was impossible for Xu Han to help them with his ideas just for their own good. 

Xu Han must have his own calculations and also prioritize the interest of the Land of Origin team. 

As for the specific decision, they would naturally need to discuss it properly. 

“We will consider your suggestion. We will talk about the rest later.” Hans Smith said with a smile. 



Xu Han nodded slightly. He could see that they were tempted. He also knew that he had achieved his 

goal for this trip. 

Liu Yan had told Xu Han to not over-push Hans Smith and Jin Cheng. Once the two team captains had an 

idea, it would be enough. There was no need for him to say too much. 

If Xu Han said too much and kept persuading them to make a move against the Red Star Empire team, it 

might instead arouse suspicion. If they found something was wrong, it would screw up Liu Yan’s plan. 

Thinking of this, Xu Han also said, “Captains, I’m only suggesting. As for the specifics, you guys do as you 

see fit. I still have some matters to attend to, so I’ll take my leave first.” 

Following that, Xu Han left directly. 

Hans Smith and Jin Cheng were surprised to see Xu Han leave quickly. 

They had thought that Xu Han would try to persuade them more, but they did not expect him to leave 

directly. The two of them were a little caught off guard. 

After Xu Han left, Jin Cheng could not help but look at Hans Smith and asked in puzzlement, “Hans, are 

we really going to declare war on the Red Star Empire team? Is this a plot by the Land of Origin team?” 

“It shouldn’t be that bad. Yes, the Land of Origin team has just defeated the Pan-ocean Community 

team. According to the information we received, the Pan-ocean Community team has suffered heavy 

losses. The Land of Origin team is probably not much better. Their strength is not that strong.” Hans 

Smith said disapprovingly. 

As far as Hans Smith was concerned, Alliance Number One was the strongest force out of the three. 

The remaining Red Star Empire team and the Land of Origin team were about the same strength. 

Alliance Number 1 would have to attack one of them eventually. Otherwise, Alliance Number 1 would 

be in trouble if these two teams joined forces. 

Since they had to attack, they would choose the Red Star Empire team, who had always been their 

mortal enemy. Moreover, the Land of Origin team had just experienced a battle, so their injuries were 

more serious. It would not be a threat to them for a while. 

Hearing this, Jin Cheng nodded slightly and agreed. However, at the same time, he was inexplicably 

worried. 

“Why do I feel that something is not right? The Land of Origin team can’t be thinking so much for us. 

They must have their own motives.” Jin Cheng said with a slight frown. 

Compared to Jin Cheng, who was more worried, Hans Smith had a confident look. He said nonchalantly, 

“What other motives could they have? They want us to take down the Red Star Empire team so they can 

preserve their strength and advance smoothly. Even if we eliminate the Red Star Empire team, we can 

still defend against them even if our combat strength has suffered some losses. When the time comes, 

we can make a move after recovering properly. Wouldn’t we still be able to advance to the top two?” 



Hans Smith was confident. The strength of the European Federation had always been strong. Hans Smith 

himself was also a genius among geniuses. 

With absolute strength, he naturally had confidence. 

Although Jin Cheng was still a little worried, he was somewhat convinced after hearing Hans Smith’s 

words. 

“That’s true. Then, are we going to make a move against the Red Star Empire team?” Jin Cheng asked. 

Hans Wilson nodded slightly. “Since we’re going to make a move, we must be quick. We can’t give the 

Red Star Empire team time to prepare. If we give them time to prepare for defense, it will be more 

troublesome for us. We must catch them off guard. Go back and get ready immediately. We’ll make a 

move on time tomorrow morning!” 

“Alright, I’ll go back and prepare now.” Jin Cheng immediately agreed. 

At the same time, in the temporary camp of the Red Star Empire team, He Yang had also arrived as a 

persuader. 

The Pan-ocean Community team was close with the Red Star Empire team. 

After He Yang arrived, he quickly met the captain of the Red Star Empire team, Ye Yifan. 

Ye Yifan looked at He Yang and immediately sighed. 

Yesterday, the two of them joined hands to form Alliance Number 2. They were prepared to defeat the 

Land of Origin team and compete with Alliance Number 1. It could be said that they had a good chance 

of obtaining the top two rewards and advancing to the sixth level of the Tower. 

However, they had not expected that things would happen so suddenly. The Land of Origin team had 

launched a surprise attack on the Pan-ocean Community team. They had even successfully won the 

gambling duel and obtained the victory. 

Not only had the Pan-ocean Community team been directly eliminated, but they had also all become 

prisoners of war of the Land of Origin team. It was truly tragic. 

“Brother He, I did not expect these things to happen. If I had known earlier, I would have brought people 

to support you immediately.” Ye Yifan said with some guilt. 

However, He Yang waved his hand and said, “This is not your fault. Our strength is inferior to theirs. In 

addition, I had rashly initiated the gambling duel and ended up in this situation.” 

As for losing the gambling duel and being directly eliminated, He Yang had let it go at this moment. He 

gradually accepted this result in his heart. 

Everything was because they were not as strong as others and rashly started the gambling match. They 

could not blame anyone else. 

He Yang also knew that the matter had already happened and could no longer be remedied. The only 

thing he could do now was to properly become Liu Yan’s prisoner of war and end the training on the 

fifth level of the Tower. 



After He Yang returned safely, he would cultivate his strength and come to the fifth level of the Tower 

the next time, striving to advance next time. 

As the persuaded, He Yang could not help but hesitate. 

He had heard Liu Yan’s plan. He wanted Alliance Number 1 and the Red Star Empire team to fight to the 

death. Then, the Land of Origin team could reap the benefits. 

He Yang did not expect Liu Yan to trust him so much. Not only did he let him hear the entire story, but 

he also directly sent him as the persuader. 

He Yang could have revealed some information to Ye Yifan, directly sabotaging Liu Yan’s plan. 

On the way here, He Yang was also a little conflicted. 

Should he help his former ally and good friend Ye Yifan, or should he help Liu Yan with his scheme since 

he had become Liu Yan’s prisoner of war? 

After some hesitation, He Yang came to a decision. 

Since he had lost the bet and became Liu Yan’s prisoner of war, he had to do what a prisoner of war 

should do. 

In addition, Liu Yan trusted him very much. Liu Yan let him hear everything and trusted him. Liu Yan 

even handed the management of wood attribute territory and the original team members back to him. 

Liu Yan trusted him so much that he could not let Liu Yan down. 

Moreover, He Yang knew that his action this time was to make Ye Yifan pay attention to defending 

Alliance Number 1. He did not have any other tricks. He did not want to harm Ye Yifan and the Red Star 

Empire team. Thinking of this, He Yang felt a little better. 

Chapter 344: Success of the Plan 

 

Ye Yifan looked at He Yang suspiciously. He felt that something was wrong with He Yang. 

“Alright. Let’s talk about it now. What’s the matter? Didn’t you already become a prisoner of war? Why 

are you here again?” Ye Yifan asked suspiciously. 

He Yang came back to his senses. He said, “Oh, I’ve come to inform you something. Now, you’re the only 

team on your side. You are the weakest among the three factions. Don’t act rashly. You must be 

sensitive to the movements of the other two factions, especially the movements of the strongest 

Alliance Number 1. You can’t give the enemy a chance to take you down.” 

When Ye Yifan heard this, he could not help but feel puzzled. He felt that something was wrong with He 

Yang. 

“You specifically came to find me to talk about this? What exactly do you want?” Ye Yifan asked with 

some doubt. 

He Yang avoided looking at Ye Yifan. He did not dare to look directly at Ye Yifan. 



“Yes, that’s all. I can’t stay here for long due to my current status. I’ll leave now. You take care of 

yourself.” 

Then, He Yang hurriedly bid farewell and left. 

He Yang had already brought all of Liu Yan’s instructions, and he did not divulge any information. 

As for the results of the Red Star Empire team, it all depended on their own luck. 

In any case, He Yang’s instructions only told them to be careful, pay attention to defense, and not act 

rashly. 

Ye Yifan looked at He Yang leaving. His instincts told him that something was wrong. But after thinking 

carefully, he could not figure out what was wrong. 

After all, what He Yang said was true. 

It was indeed the current situation. 

The Red Star Empire team had lost their ally, the Pan-ocean Community team, and they were suddenly 

left alone. 

The other two major forces were definitely stronger than them. 

Although the Land of Origin team had just experienced a battle and had probably suffered heavy losses, 

they had gained an ally, the Pan-ocean Community team. Hence, their overall strength was not weak. 

Alliance Number 1 was also a headache. 

When the Red Star Empire team had the Pan-ocean Community team as an ally, they were on par with 

Alliance Number 1. Now that they had lost their ally. They were no longer a match for Alliance Number 

1. 

Ye Yifan quickly called over a few of his subordinates and began to discuss. 

After a few of his subordinates heard what He Yang had just brought over, they were also somewhat 

puzzled. 

“What is He Yang trying to do?” 

“He is Liu Yan’s prisoner of war. We still have to be wary of him.” 

“But what he said doesn’t seem to be a problem.” 

“I heard that the Pan-ocean Community team suffered heavy losses. Could it be that Liu Yan doesn’t 

want us to attack them to preserve his strength?” 

“I also feel that there is a problem.” 

“The situation is unclear. Let’s wait and see. We should pay more attention to the movements of the 

other two major factions, especially Alliance Number 1.” 

… 



After the discussion, Ye Yifan also felt that it made more sense. 

No matter what He Yang’s goal was, they had to be careful themselves. 

The Red Star Empire team was the weakest among the three major factions. They had to defend well. 

Very quickly, Ye Yifan sent out quite some people to gather information about the movements of the 

other two major forces, especially Alliance Number 1. 

Not long after, the news came back. 

On the Land of Origin team’s side, everything was normal in the two territories. They were on alert. 

Most of the team members were exploring the territories and collecting treasure chests. There did not 

seem to be any odd movements. 

On the contrary, the two territories of Alliance Number 1 were slightly abnormal. 

They were on guard heavily, and not many team members were collecting treasure chests. Although 

they looked calm, it was obvious that they were planning something big. 

After hearing this news, Ye Yifan immediately became alert. 

Combined with what He Yang had said, Ye Yifan felt that it was very likely that Alliance Number 1 would 

make a move against them. 

After all, they had always been fighting with Alliance Number 1 and were very hostile towards each 

other. 

Previously, their strength was equal, and it was not easy to make a move. 

But now that they had lost an ally and nearly half of their combat strength, Alliance Number 1 would 

start to attack them. 

Ye Yifan’s expression was gloomy as he said slowly, “If Alliance Number 1 dares to make a move against 

us, I’ll drag them down no matter what!” 

His subordinates were also filled with hatred. 

“The people of Alliance Number 1 are too despicable. They want to attack us at this time.” 

“That’s right. Why didn’t they dare to attack us when we had an ally?” 

“They try to attack us when we are in a dire situation. They are too wicked.” 

“Even though we lost our ally, Alliance Number 1 will not take us down easily.” 

“That’s right. Let’s defend properly. They won’t be able to eliminate us so easily!” 

… 

The subordinates felt as if they had been injected with stimulants. They were filled with hatred and were 

not afraid of Alliance Number 1. 

Ye Yifan quickly gave the order to prepare for the defense and prepare for this big battle. 



Members of the Red Star Empire team did not know that their actions were exactly what Liu Yan had 

expected. 

On the Red Star Empire’s side, they did not need much persuasion. They just needed to be careful and 

be on guard. 

Regardless of whether they believed He Yang was doing this for their own good, as long as they were on 

their guard, it would be fine. 

This way, they would be able to pay attention to the movements of Alliance Number 1. Once they 

noticed that something was wrong, they would defend themselves well. 

Otherwise, if they did not enhance their defense, they would be eliminated by Alliance Number 1. It 

would be disadvantageous for Liu Yan. 

What Liu Yan needed was for Alliance Number 1 to make a move. At the same time, members of the 

Red Star Empire team also sensed that something was wrong and made preparations for their defense 

in advance. 

This way, both sides would be able to fight to the death. If they could not fight, Liu Yan would be able to 

take advantage of the situation. 

Although the Red Star Empire team was only a representative team, their strength was incredible. In 

addition, they had made preparations for their defense in advance. 

Liu Yan believed that they would be able to fight the No. 1 Alliance for some time, giving the 

representatives of the land of origin enough opportunities. 

For a time, three representative teams in the territories of Alliance Number 1 and the Red Star Empire 

were extremely busy and tense. 

However, the two territories of the Land of Origin team were calm. The team members used this 

precious time to recuperate and adjust their exhaustion from the previous battle. At the same time, 

they were continuously exploring the territory and collecting treasure chests, trying to gather 10,000 

Lord’s token fragments as soon as possible. 

In the wood attribute territory, Liu Yan heard the reports from his subordinates. 

When he learned that the other three teams seemed to be making big moves and preparing for a big 

battle, Liu Yan immediately felt relieved. 

It showed that the plan this time had been successful. 

Next, he only needed to wait patiently for the other two forces to make a move, and he would seize the 

opportunity to reap the benefits. 

Chapter 345: The Difference between the Two Territories 

 

At dusk. 



Fire attribute territory, in the temporary camp of the Land of Origin team. 

At this time, the team members responsible for collecting treasure chests had returned. 

At noon, Liu Yan and the others had already returned to their temporary camp. 

The wood attribute territory was managed by He Yang and members of the Pan-ocean Community 

team. 

However, members of the Land of Origin team would go there and bring back all the loots they had 

collected during the day. 

At this time, Luo Qingcheng had just returned with her people. 

“The loots we obtained from the wood attribute territory have been distributed to our team members. 

Overall, they are still okay and have increased the strength of our team members.” Murong Xue 

reported. 

Liu Yan nodded slightly. It could be seen from the expressions on the faces of his team members. 

Zheng Tainan and the others were the ones who benefited the most this time. 

Although the level of the loots obtained this time was not low, it was not enough to catch the eyes of 

the top-grade geniuses in Liu Yan’s and Xu Han’s teams. 

Naturally, they were given priority to elite team members like Zheng Tainan. 

Zheng Tainan had obviously obtained some good equipment. Today, his face was full of smiles. 

However, he gave the slightly inferior equipment he had previously obtained to the ordinary members 

to increase their strength. 

Overall, they had put the equipment to the greatest use. 

However, Liu Yan also understood that these loots were the capacity collected in the wood attribute 

territory within one day. They would get richer harvests in the following days. 

“Got it. Did you bring back all the treasure chests obtained by the wood attribute territory today?” Liu 

Yan asked. 

“Yes, I brought them back. The harvest today was also not bad. There was a total of 13 silver treasure 

chests, 24 bronze treasure chests, and 35 black iron treasure chests.” Luo Qingcheng said as she took 

out all the treasure chests from her spatial ring. She then placed them on the ground. 

Dozens of treasure chests were emitting different lights and were incomparably dazzling, especially 

those dozens of silver treasure boxes. 

When members of the Land of Origin team saw this, they were all somewhat surprised. 

“Why is the drop rate of this wood attribute territory so good, and the harvest is so much?” 

“That’s right, the number of bronze treasure chests we obtained in a day is not even as many as their 

silver treasure chest. We don’t even have a single silver treasure chest.” 



“It’s good that we have two pieces of land now. Otherwise, with our fire attribute territory, who knows 

how long it would take us to gather 10,000 Lord’s token fragments.” 

“Why is the wood attribute territory so much better than ours?” 

… 

The team members were all amazed. 

Hearing the discussion of the team members below, Liu Yan was also a little puzzled. 

Just now, members of the Land of Origin team had also handed over all the treasure chests they had 

collected today. 

Today, the fire attribute territory had collected a total of five bronze treasure chests and 24 black iron 

treasure chests. 

The gains of the wood attribute territory were several times better than the fire attribute territory, 

which did not make sense. 

The Pan-ocean Community team had more members, so the efficiency of collecting treasure chests was 

naturally higher. However, it should not have a substantial difference. 

In this situation, the drop rate in wood attribute territory was much higher than in fire attribute 

territory. 

“Strange, didn’t they say that the treasure chests respawn completely at random? Logically, each 

attribute territory should be about the same, but why is our side so far behind for two days in a row?” 

Liu Yan asked, somewhat puzzled. 

Xu Han, Murong Xue, and the others looked at each other. They were also somewhat puzzled. 

“According to the rules, it is indeed random. Logically, each territory should be about the same.” Luo 

Qingcheng also said with some confusion. 

Murong Xue could not help but ask, “Could it be that our luck is bad?” 

“I feel the same. It has been two days in a row. Our luck is too bad.” Chu Long said helplessly. 

Xu Han scratched his head and said, “We are too unlucky. We can’t even find a silver treasure chest.” 

Liu Yan did not quite understand, but he could not figure out the whole story at the moment. They could 

only figure it out later. 

Then, Liu Yan ordered his team members to open a treasure chest and check the loot. 

As the treasure chests were opened, all kinds of equipment, consumables, and Lord’s token fragments 

were dug out. 

Only one Lord’s token fragment was in the black iron treasure chest. There was no equipment in these 

treasure chests. They could find some low-grade consumables, which was not very helpful to the team 

members. 



The bronze treasure chest was slightly better. Usually, there would be two to three Lord’s token 

fragments. The level of the consumable was not bad either. It would be of some help to the team 

members, but the equipment was more average and not very useful. 

On the other hand, the silver treasure chest was much better. There were a lot more Lord’s token 

fragments. Usually, there would be around ten Lord’s token fragments. The level of the equipment was 

even better. Usually, there would be C and B-grade equipment. Occasionally, there would be A-grade 

equipment. It would be of great help to the team members, and it could increase their strength by quite 

a bit. 

In the end, after opening all of them, the rewards were summarized. 

The fire attribute territory had obtained a total of 32 Lord’s token fragments. There were a few 

consumable items, and the highest equipment was only D grade. It was not a good haul. 

As for the wood attribute territory, the loots were much better. They had obtained a total of 182 Lord’s 

token fragments, and there were a lot of consumable items. There were two pieces of A-grade 

equipment, eight pieces of B-grade equipment, and 12 pieces of C-grade equipment. The loots were 

rich. 

The harvest of the Lord’s token fragments on both sides could be five times different, and the overall 

harvest was more than ten times. The difference was huge. The difference was like heaven and earth. 

Seeing the situation, Liu Yan frowned slightly. He could feel that something was not right as if he had 

missed something. 

However, Liu Yan could not figure out the reason at the moment, so he could only investigate it later. 

Immediately, Liu Yan put away all the Lord’s token fragments. The rest of the harvest was handed to Luo 

Qingcheng to distribute to the team members. 

With all the haul from the wood attribute territory, the overall haul was undoubtedly much greater. 

Many team members had obtained the enhancement of their equipment, some cultivation medicinal 

ingredients, medicinal herbs, and consumable items to increase their strength. 

After obtaining these harvests, the team members were thrilled. 

They knew they could obtain these gains mainly because of Liu Yan. 

When Liu Yan had proposed the plan of taking the initiative to attack and declare war, most of them had 

still been against it. 

In the end, Liu Yan persisted in taking action, relying on his tremendous strength to succeed. Only then 

had he won all of this. 

 COMMENT 

Not only had Liu Yan helped them get out of their predicament and the danger of being eliminated, but 

they had also obtained a huge number of gains and became stronger. 

The team members looked at Liu Yan gratefully. They admired Liu Yan even more. 
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Some team members who were still unconvinced of Liu Yan had gradually become convinced of Liu Yan 

after this incident. They acknowledged this team captain from the bottom of their hearts. 

Chapter 346: The Calm Before the Storm 

 

At this moment, Luo Qingcheng could not help but feel worried. 

According to the information she had just received, the three teams of the other two forces had been 

quiet recently. There had been no movement at all. 

As such, Liu Yan’s plan made Luo Qingcheng very worried. She was afraid that it would not succeed. 

Luo Qingcheng immediately told Liu Yan about this situation. 

“That’s the general situation. Do you think we should take other measures?” Luo Qingcheng could not 

help but be a little worried. 

The rest of the core members also looked at Liu Yan. 

They had successfully defeated the Pan-ocean Community team. Things had become much better for 

the Land of Origin team. 

However, they had only managed to extricate themselves from their predicament and had become 

much better. The Land of Origin team had yet to advance steadily, and everything was still uncertain. 

It was especially so for the remaining three teams. None of them were weak and extremely difficult to 

defeat. 

The few of them were undoubtedly a little worried about the future of the Land of Origin team. They 

were worried about whether they would be able to advance smoothly. 

When Liu Yan heard this, he smiled calmly and said, “Don’t worry. No movement in the opposing team is 

the best situation. It is the most advantageous for us.” 

They could not help but feel puzzled when they heard Liu Yan’s words. They did not understand what Liu 

Yan meant. 

The team members below were also curious. What exactly was the plan? 

Liu Yan saw that the few of them still did not quite understand, but he did not explain further. He only 

said lightly, “You guys don’t have to worry too much. Just wait patiently. I believe there will be a result 

tomorrow.” 

Upon hearing this, Murong Xue and the others saw that Liu Yan was so confident. They felt much more 

at ease in their hearts. Then, they did not ask any more questions. 

Liu Yan looked at the curious members. He said lightly, “I won’t tell you about the plan for now. I try to 

keep it as secret as possible. All of you should quickly rest and recuperate. Also, pay attention to using 

the medicinal ingredient you have obtained to increase your strength and strengthen yourselves. In 



addition, you should not speak on the public chat interface. You can only watch the chat. Don’t 

participate and avoid leaking any information. Do you understand?” 

The team members looked at each other. Seeing that Liu Yan was so secretive, they were all extremely 

curious about the secret plan. 

However, since Liu Yan chose to keep it a secret, they could not ask too many questions and agreed. 

Following that, Liu Yan dismissed them. Tonight was a precious time to rest. 

The previous night had been filled with intense battles, especially the battle with Sturdy Back Ape. It 

made Liu Yan nervous, and he had almost used up all his strength. 

This night, he could undoubtedly rest well. 

While the fire attribute territory and the wood attribute territory were at peace, the other three 

territories were not. 

The teams of the European Federation and the New Continent were preparing overnight. They were 

gathering experts from their respective teams to prepare for the operation. 

At this time, Jin Cheng had brought his elite team members to the temporary camp of the European 

Federation team. 

After seeing Hans Wilson, Jin Cheng could not help but say worriedly, “Hans, are we really going to 

declare war on the Red Star Empire team? Now that the three parties are against each other, it might be 

unwise for us to make the first move.” 

Jin Cheng was worried about this operation. 

With the three forces opposing each other, the party that made the first move was undoubtedly in a 

passive position. 

However, Hans Wilson had a confident look on his face. He said, “I know the current situation. Although 

the three forces are opposing each other, the strength of our three forces is not balanced. Our Alliance 

Number 1 is the strongest, so we must be more proactive. If we don’t make a move earlier, we will face 

the situation of being targeted by the other two forces.” 

When Jin Cheng heard this, he felt that it made sense. 

Since they were going to have a battle anyway, it was better to take the initiative so they would not be 

more passive when the battle came. 

Hans Wilson continued, “We have been secretive about this operation. I believe the Red Star Empire 

team did not expect us to make a move on them. Hence, we will deploy our elites and catch them off 

guard. We will strive to take down the Red Star Empire team. After that, we will have enough strength 

to suppress the Land of Origin team. Our two teams will be able to obtain the top two prizes and 

advance!” 

When Jin Cheng heard this, he was tempted. 



Although this operation was risky, there was indeed a great chance. Especially after the victory, the 

benefits would be even greater. It seemed that victory was right in front of them. 

“Alright. Let’s work together and strive to take them down in one go!” Jin Cheng nodded in agreement. 

At the same time, in the temporary camp of the Red Star Empire team, a group of team members was 

also quietly preparing for defense under the command of their captain, Ye Yifan. 

The Red Star Empire team had chosen the earth attribute territory. 

The earth attribute was undoubtedly the most suitable for defense. Coupled with the advantage of the 

earth attribute territory, their defense was incredible. 

In addition, members of the Red Star Empire team were mostly warriors and tanks. Their strength was 

also strong, and they were even better at defense. 

According to Ye Yifan’s orders, these team members were making preparations. At the same time, they 

were also keeping it a secret. No news had been sent out. 

At this moment, Ye Yifan looked at his subordinates, who were preparing their defense, and sneered. 

“Hans Wilson, Jin Cheng, you two don’t seem to be doing anything. I don’t know what you’re doing. Just 

come at me. Don’t think your two teams could take me down easily.” Ye Yifan said slowly. 

After He Yang’s reminder, Ye Yifan had been paying attention to the movements of the two teams of 

Alliance Number 1. He was monitoring their every move. 

The two teams of Alliance Number 1 did not seem to be making any movements. In reality, some small 

movements had already attracted Ye Yifan’s attention. He quickly guessed that they were definitely 

planning some big move. It was very likely that they were planning to attack them. 

Although this battle was between the Red Star Empire and two teams of Alliance Number 1, Ye Yifan 

was confident in relying on his own and his earth attribute territory’s defensive advantage. 

Not to mention defeating Alliance Number 1, Ye Yifan was still confident that they would be able to hold 

on for a very long time. 

As long as they could hold on for a while, and Alliance Number 1 was unable to take them down, Ye 

Yifan believed that they would stop their attacks and retreat. 

Other than the three teams, the Land of Origin team was eyeing them like a tiger eyeing its prey. 

Alliance Number 1 would not continue attacking with all its strength. 

The night passed quickly. 

The next day, before the sun had fully risen, the voice of the Will of Tower suddenly sounded. 

[ Detected that Alliance Number 1 has attacked 64 people and entered the territory of the Red Star 

Empire team! ] 

[ Alliance Number 1 has declared war on the Red Star Empire team. The battle has begun! ] 



[ Currently, it is a free-for-all battle. If any guardian beast loses, is heavily injured, or dies, it will be 

considered a team failure! ] 

[ One party can also initiate a gambling duel, and the other party can accept it! ] 

Chapter 347: All Parties Were in an Uproar 

 

The fifth level of the Tower. 

The announcement of the Will of Tower resounded through the heavens and earth. 

The two representative teams of the European Federation and the New Continent had already started 

planning yesterday. 

At this moment, the announcement also meant that the elites of the two representative teams had 

entered the Red Star Empire team and officially started this battle. 

In the two territories of the European Federation and the New Continent, the remaining members were 

preparing to be on guard and collect treasure chests. Each of them had a different division of labor. 

Alliance Number One did not send out all members for this operation. The two teams had left some 

people behind to defend. 

After all, there was still the Land of Origin team on the other side. They needed to be prepared for any 

eventualities. 

An elite team was probably enough to handle the Red Star Empire team. 

“Let’s hope that their operation goes smoothly.” 

“If we launch a surprise attack, we should be able to succeed very quickly. We won’t give the Land of 

Origin team a chance.” 

“Now that Red Star Empire Team has received the news, they will definitely begin to prepare to defend. 

Let’s see how much preparation they can make in such a short amount of time.” 

“I hope that this operation will succeed. That way, we’ll advance and even receive our rewards.” 

“The Land of Origin team should not pose too many threats to us. After all, we’ve just experienced a 

battle and have suffered some injuries.” 

… 

Members of the European Federation and the New Continent who had stayed behind to defend their 

territories were all discussing amongst themselves. 

At the same time, in the territory of the Red Star Empire team. The captain, Ye Yifan, was leading his 

team members in preparing for defense. 

The earth attribute territory was incomparably huge, so it was impossible to defend the entire territory. 

In addition, there was also an alliance of two representative teams, so their strength was formidable. 



Ye Yifan knew that his team could not go all out to attack. They needed to defend. At the same time, 

they needed to preserve their strength as much as possible. 

Thus, Ye Yifan had given the order to defend the temporary camp. The rest of the team members 

scattered and did guerrilla attacks. 

The guardian beast would remain in the temporary camp. They had the strength of more than half of 

the entire team. They could also rely on the terrain to defend. 

Although there was a huge disparity in strength and there was a high chance that they would not be 

able to defend in the end, they would be able to stall for a very long time. 

There were still scattered team members in the surroundings who would continue to engage in guerrilla 

attacks and harassment. They would be able to delay the pace of Alliance Number 1’s attack. 

Ye Yifan knew their mission this time was not to defeat Alliance Number 1. It was not even to 

completely defend Alliance Number 1. 

All they had to do was to slow down the pace of Alliance Number 1’s attack so that Alliance Number 1 

would not be able to take them down in a short period. 

After all, the Land of Origin was eyeing them like a tiger watching its prey. Alliance Number 1 would not 

attack them with their full strength. 

At this moment, in the temporary earth attribute camp, members of the Red Star Empire team heard 

the Will of Tower’s announcement, and all of them instantly perked up. 

“They actually came. The people from Alliance Number 1 are really bold.” 

“Haha, they can’t possibly think they can easily defeat us just because they’re two representative teams, 

right?” 

“We’re the Red Star Empire team. How can we be so easy to defeat?” 

“Our earth attribute territory and guardian beasts are all good at defense. Even if they’re stronger than 

us, they won’t be able to defeat us easily.” 

“This will be a great battle. Hahaha!” 

… 

Members of the Red Star Empire team didn’t show any fear in the face of the might of Alliance Number 

1. Instead, they were all extremely excited. 

Members of the Red Star Empire team weren’t weak, and they were confident. 

This time, they were relying on their earth attribute territory and guardian beasts to prepare for defense 

in advance. Naturally, they were full of confidence. 

Ye Yifan looked at the state of his subordinates and was not worried. He lightly reminded them, 

“Everyone, be more alert. This defense line is crucial. Don’t be careless!” 

“Yes!” The team members replied. 



On the other side, members of the Pan-ocean Community team in the wood attribute territory were 

extremely surprised when they heard this. 

At this moment, they were prisoners of war of the Land of Origin team. They were currently carrying out 

their territory’s defense and treasure chest collection work. 

After hearing the announcement, they were all a little surprised. 

The Pan-ocean Community team had already been eliminated, and the competition on the fifth level of 

the Tower had nothing to do with them. Still, they were still more concerned about the situation on the 

fifth level of the Tower. They were curious about the final result. 

At this time, when they learned that Alliance Number 1 had launched an attack on the Red Star Empire 

team. The team members were all a little surprised. 

“Strange, why did Alliance Number 1 suddenly launch an attack?” 

“Among the three forces, Alliance Number 1 is the strongest, and the Red Star Empire team is the 

weakest. Alliance Number 1’s actions are undoubtedly disadvantageous to them.” 

“Yeah, although the Land of Origin had only a team, they have so many prisoners of war with us, so their 

strength isn’t weak.” 

“I guess they thought that after the previous great battle, their injuries were serious, right?” 

“I think so. After all, they wouldn’t have thought that almost all of our injured members had been 

healed.” 

“Yeah. Although the Land of Origin team had just experienced a great battle, they didn’t lose much 

strength. Instead, they gained strength.” 

“I feel that if this continues, the Land of Origin team has a good chance of advancing to the first place.” 

“Yesterday, Captain Liu Yan seemed to have given some orders. Could it be that he helped to achieve 

this? If that’s the case, Liu Yan is too amazing.” 

… 

At this moment, He Yang’s expression was a little strange. According to Liu Yan’s orders, he had only 

gone to remind Ye Yifan to pay attention to the movements of Alliance Number 1 and enhance their 

defense. He did not say anything else. 

Even so, Alliance Number 1 started fighting with the Red Star Empire team. 

All of this seemed to have been within Liu Yan’s expectations. 

He Yang could not help but admire Liu Yan. In this awkward situation where three parties were 

restraining each other, he had been able to wait for the enemy to come. He had found an opportunity 

for the two sides to fight. It was something else. 

At this moment, the Land of Origin team in the fire attribute territory was the most surprised to hear the 

announcement from the Will of Origin team. 



They did not expect that Alliance Number 1 would choose to launch a surprise attack on the Red Star 

Empire team so quickly. 

“Is this for real? What is Alliance Number 1 thinking?” 

“Could this be Captain Liu Yan’s plan? How did they make Alliance Number 1 rush to fight the Red Star 

Empire team?” 

“This is great. They’ve both suffered heavy losses, and our Land of Origin team can sit back and reap the 

benefits.” 

“It looks like our team will definitely advance this time. We even have a good chance of getting a reward 

to advance.” 

“Haha, who would have thought that two days ago, we would still be facing the desperate situation of 

being jointly targeted for elimination?” 

… 

The team members were surprised and also excited. 

Chapter 348: The Arrow Was in the Bowstring 

 

Fire attribute territory. 

In the temporary camp of the Land of Origin team. 

Liu Yan walked out of the tent where he was resting when he saw that the team members were all 

extremely excited. 

When the team members saw Liu Yan coming out, they surrounded him. 

“Captain, how did you do it?” 

“Captain, you’re too amazing!” 

“If they’re busy fighting each other, we’ll be more relaxed.” 

“Captain Liu Yan, your plan is too good.” 

… 

The team members were all extremely excited when they saw Liu Yan. 

They understood how hard it was to come by such a good situation. 

Two days ago, they faced the joint attack of four representative teams from the two alliances. They 

could be eliminated at any time. 

However, facing such a desperate situation, Liu Yan was calm and collected. First, he led the sharp knife 

squad to launch a surprise attack on the Pan-ocean Community team at the wood attribute territory. 



The attack was successful with their powerful strength and unexpected strategy, and they won the 

gambling duel. They eliminated the Pan-ocean Community team and made all their members prisoners 

of war. 

The Land of Origin team had suddenly escaped from its predicament, forming a situation of three forces 

restraining each other. 

However, Liu Yan did not stop there. Instead, he used strategy to make Alliance Number 1 declare war 

on the Red Star Empire team. 

The biggest beneficiary of the battle between the two forces was undoubtedly the Land of Origin team. 

No matter which side won, one or two teams would be eliminated. At the same time, it meant that the 

Land of Origin team would advance steadily. 

Although the Land of Origin team had lost some strength, they still had a chance to obtain first place and 

receive generous rewards to advance. 

Nobody saw it coming. 

But now, there was a high chance that it would happen. 

Seeing the excited team members, Liu Yan smiled. 

Liu Yan had expected that Alliance Number 1 could not sit still and choose to make a move against the 

Red Star Empir team. 

However, Liu Yan had not expected that the people from Alliance Number 1 would be so decisive and 

choose to declare war so quickly. 

Liu Yan wanted to see this happen. It was beneficial to Liu Yan and the others. 

Facing the excited team members, Liu Yan calmly replied, “You guys don’t need to bother with this. 

Hurry up and use this precious period to recuperate and increase your strength.” 

Seeing that Liu Yan did not want to say anything more, the team members did not ask any further. They 

knew that the plan was confidential. 

However, Liu Yan’s attitude also proved their guess. 

The reason why Alliance Number 1 was able to declare war on the Red Star Empire team so quickly was 

because of Liu Yan. Liu Yan’s plan had succeeded. 

The team members watched as Liu Yan left, and they were full of respect for him. 

At this moment, Liu Yan was undoubtedly incomparably mighty in their hearts. He was powerful, and his 

abilities in all aspects were as terrifying as a monster. 

Now that Liu Yan still had such outstanding leadership abilities, he instantly won the trust of all the team 

members. 

Even some team members who did not believe in Liu Yan completely trusted and worshipped Liu Yan 

after this incident. 



“I actually doubted Captain Liu Yan’s decision. There’s something wrong with my brain.” 

“Yeah, I didn’t say my thoughts, but I did have some doubts.” 

“We’re so lucky to have a captain like Liu Yan.” 

“Yeah, we haven’t really fought until now, but I think we will advance.” 

“Following a captain like Liu Yan is too comfortable.” 

“I feel that not only is Liu Yan an absolute genius, he’s also a natural leader. He’s really too amazing!” 

… 

The team members discussed this amongst themselves. 

And at this moment, all of them completely believed in the captain, Liu Yan. 

Even the students from the Gifted Academy had abandoned the differences between the academies and 

started to worship Liu Yan. 

After all, they were from the Land of Origin. They were all on the same side. 

While members of the Land of Origin team of the fire attribute territory were excited, the elite team 

from Alliance Number 1 had already started fighting with the Red Star Empire team in the earth 

attribute territory. 

After the announcement from the Will of Tower, Hans Wilson led the elite team from Alliance Number 1 

and quickly entered the earth attribute territory and went deep into it. 

However, after going deep into the territory, they did not find any traces of the Red Star Empire team. 

After going deeper into the territory, they encountered the Red Star Empire team members. However, 

there were only a small number of members. They were all teams of three or four people. They did not 

see any big team at all. 

The earth attribute territory was mostly occupied by mountains. 

Although it did not have grass and trees in the wood-attribute territory, it had many high and low 

mountains and slopes. It would hinder the movement of a big team to launch an attack. 

Faced with sporadic attacks, the elite team led by Hans Wilson was not afraid of the opponent. They 

fought back and forced the other party to retreat. 

However, it was not easy to chase after them. 

After all, they were a large group. It was hard to move in the mountainous terrain in a large formation. 

They were not agile and unfamiliar with the surrounding terrain. It was more difficult for them to chase 

after the opponents. 

The other party was small groups with few people. They could move agilely. In addition, they were 

familiar with the terrain, which made it even easier for them to maneuver around. 

The elite team led by Hans Wilson had wasted a lot of time after being attacked. 



At this moment, Hans Wilson also realized their opponent’s intention. It was not a real battle but 

harassment. 

Every time they attacked, the other party would immediately run away. There was no battle at all. 

The other party was wasting their time harassing them and delaying their attack rhythm. 

After realizing this, Hans Wilson immediately ordered his team to ignore these scattered opponents. 

Unless their opponents came close to counterattack, they had to move forward and find the opponent’s 

temporary camp. They had to find most of the opponents and their guardian beast. 

If they could get rid of their opponent’s guardian beast, they could win this battle. There was no need to 

waste time dealing with these insignificant scattered members. 

Hans Wilson knew very well that the elite team he was leading this time would have no problem getting 

rid of the Red Star Empire’s representative team. 

After all, his elite team was made up of all the experts of the European Federation team and the New 

Continent team. It was generally stronger than the Red Star Empire team in terms of strength and 

number. 

The crux of this operation was undoubtedly to defeat the opponent as soon as possible, reducing the 

battle time and losses. 

If they lost too much, even if they won the Red Star Empire team in the end, they would not be able to 

face the Land of Origin team. They would be passive. It was not what Hans Wilson wanted to see. 

At the same time, Hans Wilson could not help but feel a little worried. Initially, he had wanted to launch 

a surprise attack. However, it seemed the Red Star Empire team had already sensed it and was prepared 

for defense. 

As a result, their operation this time might not be very smooth. 

However, since they had already declared war, they had no choice but to launch the attack. Hans Wilson 

could only give the order to continue moving forward and quickly find the opponent’s temporary camp 

and guardian beast. 

Chapter 349: Precious Respite Time 

1 

 

Fire attribute territory. 

In the temporary camp of the Land of Origin team. 

Liu Yan walked out of the tent where he was resting when he saw that the team members were all 

extremely excited. 

When the team members saw Liu Yan coming out, they surrounded him. 

“Captain, how did you do it?” 



“Captain, you’re too amazing!” 

“If they’re busy fighting each other, we’ll be more relaxed.” 

“Captain Liu Yan, your plan is too good.” 

… 

The team members were all extremely excited when they saw Liu Yan. 

They understood how hard it was to come by such a good situation. 

Two days ago, they faced the joint attack of four teams from the two alliances. They could be eliminated 

at any time. 

However, facing such a desperate situation, Liu Yan was calm and collected. First, he led the sharp knife 

squad to launch a surprise attack on the Pan-ocean Community team at the wood attribute territory. 

The attack was successful with their powerful strength and unexpected strategy, and they won the 

gambling duel. They eliminated the Pan-ocean Community team and made all their members prisoners 

of war. 

The Land of Origin team had suddenly escaped from its predicament, forming a situation of three forces 

restraining each other. 

However, Liu Yan did not stop there. Instead, he used strategy to make Alliance Number 1 declare war 

on the Red Star Empire team. 

The biggest beneficiary of the battle between the two forces was undoubtedly the Land of Origin team. 

No matter which side won, one or two teams would be eliminated. At the same time, it meant the Land 

of Origin team would advance steadily. 

Although the Land of Origin team had lost some strength, they still had a chance to obtain first place and 

receive generous rewards to advance. 

Nobody saw it coming. 

But now, there was a high chance that it would happen. 

Seeing the excited team members, Liu Yan smiled. 

Liu Yan had expected Alliance Number 1 could not sit still and choose to make a move against the Red 

Star Empire team. 

However, Liu Yan had not expected that the people from Alliance Number 1 would be so decisive and 

choose to declare war so quickly. 

Liu Yan wanted to see this happen. It was beneficial to Liu Yan and the others. 

Facing the excited team members, Liu Yan calmly replied, “You guys don’t need to bother with this. 

Hurry up and use this precious period to recuperate and increase your strength.” 



Seeing that Liu Yan did not want to say anything more, the team members did not ask any further. They 

knew that the plan was confidential. 

However, Liu Yan’s attitude also proved their guess. 

The reason why Alliance Number 1 was able to declare war on the Red Star Empire team so quickly was 

because of Liu Yan. Liu Yan’s plan had succeeded. 

The team members watched as Liu Yan left, and they were full of respect for him. 

At this moment, Liu Yan was undoubtedly incomparably mighty in their hearts. He was powerful, and his 

abilities in all aspects were as terrifying as a monster. 

Now that Liu Yan still had such outstanding leadership abilities, he instantly won the trust of all the team 

members. 

Even some team members who did not believe in Liu Yan completely trusted and worshipped Liu Yan 

after this incident. 

“I actually doubted Captain Liu Yan’s decision. There’s something wrong with my brain.” 

“Yeah, I didn’t say my thoughts, but I did have some doubts.” 

“We’re so lucky to have a captain like Liu Yan.” 

“Yeah, we haven’t really fought until now, but I think we will advance.” 

“Following a captain like Liu Yan is too comfortable.” 

“Liu Yan is not only an absolute genius but also a natural leader. He’s really too amazing!” 

… 

The team members discussed this amongst themselves. 

And at this moment, all of them completely believed in the captain, Liu Yan. 

Even the students from the Gifted Academy had abandoned the differences between the academies and 

started to worship Liu Yan. 

After all, they were from the Land of Origin. They were all on the same side. 

While members of the Land of Origin team of the fire attribute territory were excited, the elite team 

from Alliance Number 1 had already started fighting with the Red Star Empire team in the earth 

attribute territory. 

After the announcement from the Will of Tower, Hans Wilson led the elite team from Alliance Number 1 

and quickly entered the earth attribute territory and went deep into it. 

However, after going deep into the territory, they did not find any traces of the Red Star Empire team. 

After going deeper into the territory, they encountered the Red Star Empire team members. However, 

there were only a small number of members. They were all teams of three or four people. They did not 

see any big team at all. 



The earth attribute territory was mostly occupied by mountains. 

Although it did not have grass and trees in the wood attribute territory, it had many high and low 

mountains and slopes. It would hinder the movement of a big team to launch an attack. 

Faced with sporadic attacks, the elite team led by Hans Wilson was not afraid of the opponent. They 

fought back and forced the other party to retreat. 

However, it was not easy to chase after them. 

After all, they were a large group. It was hard to move in the mountainous terrain in a large formation. 

They were not agile and unfamiliar with the surrounding terrain. It was more difficult for them to chase 

after the opponents. 

The other party was small groups with few people. They could move agilely. In addition, they were 

familiar with the terrain, which made it even easier for them to maneuver around. 

The elite team led by Hans Wilson had wasted a lot of time after being attacked. 

At this moment, Hans Wilson also realized their opponent’s intention. It was not a real battle but 

harassment. 

Every time they attacked, the other party would immediately run away. There was no battle at all. 

The other party was wasting their time harassing them and delaying their attack rhythm. 

After realizing this, Hans Wilson immediately ordered his team to ignore these scattered opponents. 

Unless their opponents came close to counterattack, they had to move forward and find the opponent’s 

temporary camp. They had to find most of the opponents and their guardian beast. 

If they could get rid of their opponent’s guardian beast, they could win this battle. There was no need to 

waste time dealing with these insignificant scattered members. 

Hans Wilson knew very well that the elite team he was leading this time would have no problem getting 

rid of the Red Star Empire team. 

After all, his elite team was made up of all the experts of the European Federation team and the New 

Continent team. It was generally stronger than the Red Star Empire team in terms of strength and 

number. 

The crux of this operation was undoubtedly to defeat the opponent as soon as possible, reducing the 

battle time and losses. 

If they lost too much, even if they won the Red Star Empire team in the end, they would not be able to 

face the Land of Origin team. They would be at a disadvantage. It was not what Hans Wilson wanted to 

see. 

At the same time, Hans Wilson could not help but feel a little worried. Initially, he had wanted to launch 

a surprise attack. However, it seemed the Red Star Empire team had already sensed it and was prepared 

for defense. 

As a result, their operation this time might not be very smooth. 



However, since they had already declared war, they had no choice but to launch the attack. Hans Wilson 

could only give the order to continue moving forward and quickly find the opponent’s temporary camp 

and guardian beast. 

Chapter 350: Ingenious Strategy 

 

In the wood attribute territory. 

He Yang watched as his team members peacefully collected the treasure chests. 

Of course, the treasure chests they collected had nothing to do with them. They had to hand them over 

to the Land of Origin team. 

However, He Yang could not help but feel a little envious when he saw that everyone was able to collect 

the treasure chests peacefully. 

Their steadiness was because of the battle between Alliance Number 1 and the Red Star Empire. 

All of this was because of Liu Yan’s plan. 

When He Yang first heard of Liu Yan’s plan, he thought there was not a low chance of success. He 

thought Liu Yan was trying his luck. 

However, it seemed that he had underestimated Liu Yan’s plan. 

Not only did Liu Yan’s plan succeed, but it was also so fast and smooth. 

Now, the other side was busy fighting and weakening their strength in battle. On the contrary, Liu Yan’s 

team was comfortably resting, developing, recovering, and increasing their strength. 

Under this situation, the Land of Origin team would soon become the strongest side of both sides. 

Not to mention advancing to the next level, they would have a great chance of getting first place. 

“I didn’t expect Captain Liu Yan’s combat strength to be so strong and his command ability to be so 

powerful. I really admire him.” He Yang could not help but sigh. 

Luo Qingcheng, who was at the side, heard him and smiled helplessly. She had long gotten used to it. 

Liu Yan was indeed outstanding in all aspects. Not only he had tremendous combat power, but he also 

had superior command power. He was simply omnipotent. 

Even a genius student like Luo Qingcheng from the Command School admired Liu Yan’s command 

ability. 

At present, other than the lack of basic knowledge, Luo Qingcheng felt that Liu Yan was no weaker than 

her in commanding the team members. 

“That’s Liu Yan.” Luo Qingcheng smiled and replied. 

He Yang nodded slightly. Although he had lost in the competition on the fifth level of the Tower, it was 

not for nothing. At the very least, he could learn a lot from Liu Yan. 



When he went back, he had to train and improve himself. Whether it was his strength or commanding 

ability, he had to improve himself. 

He Yang had to strive for the next time he came to the fifth level of the Tower. He would be able to 

advance smoothly and successfully go to the sixth level of the Tower. 

While they were chatting, they heard a falcon’s cry coming from the high sky. Looking from afar, a ray of 

purple light approached from afar. 

Not long after, this ray of purple light arrived in front of them and revealed itself. It was Liu Yan’s pet, 

Purple Wind Falcon. 

“It seems that Liu Yan has brought a letter here.” Luo Qingcheng said as she took the note from Purple 

Wind Falcon’s claws and read the contents. 

“What do you mean? Do you have any instructions from Liu Yan?” He Yang followed. 

He Yang had already thought it through. He had already accepted the fact that he was eliminated. 

In the following days, He Yang would follow Liu Yan and be his prisoner of war. He would also learn 

something from Liu Yan and end his training on the fifth level of the Tower. 

After Luo Qingcheng finished reading the letter, she said to He Yang, “Liu Yan orders us to go to the fire 

attribute territory. We need to discuss important matters together. We will discuss the next plan for the 

team.” 

“Okay, I wonder what the new plan for the team is.” He Yang replied. At the same time, he was also a 

little curious. 

Logically speaking, the current situation was beneficial to them. They should let the other two forces 

fight. They could use this period to strengthen their team. 

However, Liu Yan wanted them to go over and discuss important matters. It seemed that he had a plan. 

He Yang could not help but be a little curious. At this time, could it be that Liu Yan had a better action 

plan than strengthening their team? 

… 

Fire attribute territory, in the temporary camp of the Land of Origin team. 

Luo Qingcheng and He Yang brought all kinds of treasure chests they had obtained from the wood 

attribute territory and handed them over. 

Liu Yan’s core members gathered around to discuss important matters. 

Liu Yan glanced at the list of the gains from the two territories today. It was similar to the situation 

yesterday. 

In the fire attribute territory, the rewards were still relatively small. 

In contrast, the rewards in the wood attribute territory were richer. It was several times more than the 

fire attribute territory. 



Liu Yan could not help but have some doubts. It could be a coincidence if this situation happened for 

one or two days. Maybe they were just unlucky. 

But this was the case for several days in a row. It was a little strange. 

Luo Qingcheng, who was at the side, also noticed this scene. She could not help but guess, “Is every 

territory different? The wood attribute territory has more treasure chests than our fire attribute 

territory. The treasure chests that we have obtained are of a higher grade?” 

Murong Xue felt it made sense and nodded, “That’s right, our fire attribute territories are all in the 

wilderness. It looks like a desert, but it can’t be compared to the wood attribute territory.” 

Liu Yan slightly frowned, feeling that things were not that simple. 

After all, the rules given by the Will of Tower said the treasure chests were randomly spawned. The 

randomness was the same in the five territories. 

No matter what, the fire attribute territory should be similar to the wood attribute territory. 

Liu Yan vaguely felt he had missed something but could not figure out what it was. 

However, he had to put this matter on hold. He needed to address more important things now. 

1 

Liu Yan looked around. The core members had already arrived, and they could begin to discuss 

important matters. 

“Forget it. Luo Qingcheng, you will be in charge of distributing the harvest. Other than handing over the 

Lord’s token fragment to me, you will distribute the rest just like the previous method. Let’s discuss the 

next step now.” Liu Yan said directly. 

“Okay.” Luo Qingcheng replied, “Today’s operation was smooth. According to the investigation, the elite 

team of Alliance Number 1 and the Red Star Empire team are currently in a big battle. It is extremely 

beneficial to us.” 

“That’s right.” He Yang also added, “Alliance Number 1 has an elite team formed from two 

representative teams, and their strength is even more formidable, far stronger than the Red Star Empire 

team. On the other hand, the Red Star Empire team has received our warning in advance, so they’ve 

made preparations in advance. Now, their defense is also more effective. At this rate, even if Alliance 

Number 1 could take down the Red Star Empire team in the end, they’ll probably need quite a bit of 

time. Alliance Number 1 will also have to expend quite a bit of strength.” 

At this point, He Yang finally understood why Liu Yan had asked him to remind the captain of the Red 

Star Empire team, Ye Yifan. He wanted them to prepare as much as possible in advance to increase their 

defensive capabilities so that they could defend against the attacks of Alliance Number 1. 

Even if the Red Star Empire team could not defend against Alliance Number 1, they had to at least drag 

out the battle. This way, they would be able to expend more of the strength of Alliance Number 1. At 

the same time, the Land of Origin team would have more time to recuperate and develop. It would be 

beneficial to the Land of Origin team. 



If not, Alliance Number 1 would defeat the Red Star Empire team in a short time. They would not lose 

much strength and could deal with the Land of Origin team. At that time, the Land of Origin team would 

be passive in the battle. They would once again face a difficult situation. 

At this moment, He Yang realized that Liu Yan’s plan was too ingenious. It could be said to be the best 

method. 

 


